CENESS Contact Information

Mailing Address: Mosfilmovskaya, 42, building 1, office 55, Moscow, 119285, Russia
Telephone: +7 (499) 147-51-92
Fax: +7 (499) 147-51-92
E-mail: konukhov@ceness-russia.org

How to find us:
By public transport to the ‘Mosfilmovskaya, 13’ bus station:

- From Kievskaya metro station – take bus № 119, trolleybus №№ 7, 17, 34, minibus №№ 11М, 17Т, 34Т, 329М, 394М, 525М.
- From Universitet metro station – take bus № 119, trolleybus № 34, minibus №№ 329М (119), 525М.

Keep walking down the alley for about 400 m towards Ulitsa Dovzhenko passing by the Embassies of Libya (No 38), Kuwait (No 44), Malaysia (No 52), and the Moscow House of Public Organisations (No 40).

By public transport to the ‘Ulitsa Dovzhenko’ bus station:

- From Kievskaya metro station – take bus № 205, minibus № 205К, 496М.
- From Universitet metro station – take bus № 67, minibus № 87М, 396М, 434М.

Keep walking for about 30 m, then turn right to the Mosfilmovskaya St., passing by the Embassies of Nicaragua, Panama, Bosnia and Herzegovina (all located in one building, No 50К1).

By car:
**Moving from the city center:** turn right from Mosfilmovskaya just after the LUKOIL filling station and drive down the alley for about 400 m towards Ulitsa Dovzhenko passing by the Embassies of Libya (No 38), Kuwait (No 44), Malaysia (No 52), and the Moscow House of Public Organisations (No 40).

**Moving to the city center:** turn left from Mosfilmovskaya to the Ulitsa Ulofa Palme, drive down the street for about 500 m towards Ulitsa Dovzhenko, then turn right, keep moving along Ulitsa Dovzhenko for about 350 m towards the right turn to the Mosfilmovskaya.

**In the building:** Turn right after entering the gate, walk towards the main entrance. Once inside, head straight through the corridor, then turn right and find the last door on the left.